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1. Danish outlook improving?
There were a few crumbs of comfort for Danish pig producers as 

the first quarter of 2015 drew to a close. Although the uptake of 

contracts under the recently agreed EU Private Storage scheme 

was lower than hoped for, DAFC felt able to revise their price 

forecasts upwards for the remainder of 2015, mainly due to the 

strong $, which will reduce the competitiveness of US pig meat in 

key export markets in SE Asia. Danish Crown and Tican members  

gave their overwhelming support for the planned merger between 

their companies, but high levels of piglet exports continued to 

put pressure on the availability of pigs for slaughter in Denmark.

Following the difficulties experienced during the latter months of 

2014, the continuing fall in pig prices seemed to have come to an end 

during March and April. The latest DAFC forecasts suggest a slightly 

improved picture, with the average price received by producers  

during 2015 expected to reach DKK 9.35 per kg, compared to 

previous estimates of DKK 9.00 per kg. The latest EU Commission 

forecasts also suggest that the recent growth in EU pig supplies will 

peter out as the year progresses.

During March, the EU-funded ‘Private Storage’ scheme for pig meat 

was introduced with a view to easing current market pressures. To 

date, a disappointing total of 47,000 tonnes has been placed in 

storage, with Spain, Denmark, Poland and Germany taking out the 

majority of the contracts.

However, the main reason for the improved outlook is the continuing  

weakness of the € against the US $. If this situation prevails, this will 

allow EU exporters a better competitive position against US compe-

titors in the coming months. The new DAFC forecasts also assume 

that EU pig meat will remain excluded from the Russian market for 

the immediate future. If the current impasse is resolved, this may 

transform the EU pig meat market rapidly, even taking into account 

a much weaker rouble resulting from Russia’s economic difficulties.

At the end of March, Danish Crown and Tican stakeholders gave 

near unanimous approval to the plans to merge both companies. 

The Danish Crown Board of Representatives gave the proposals 

100% support and 91% of Tican members did likewise. Formal  

announcements were published on both companies’ websites.

Danish Crown

Tican

In January and February, pig slaughterings in Denmark increased to 

3.3 million head compared to 2.9 million head in 2014.

More piglets exported

Declining EU pig supplies forecast
Sources: Eurostat, EU Commission pig meat forecasting working group 

http://www.danishcrown.dk/News-and-Press/News/Slaughterhouse-merger-approved.aspx
http://www.tican.com/media/129520/Slagterifusion%20vedtaget-UK.pdf
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Danish outlook improving? continued
However, exports of piglets continued at a high level and lack of 

availability of pigs on the island of Zealand was the key factor behind 

the Danish Crown decision to reduce the slaughtering capacity at 

the Ringsted abattoir.

Danish Crown also announced plans to expand their sow slaughtering 

capacity through a joint venture with Westfleisch at their plant at 

Schöppingen in North West Germany.

http://www.danishcrown.dk/News-and-Press/News/Danish-Crown-adjusts-capacity-in-Ringsted.aspx
http://www.danishcrown.dk/News-and-Press/News/Danish-Crown-invests-in-deboning-of-sows.aspx
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Although EU prices moved ahead in recent 

weeks, UK pig prices have yet to follow suit. 

Although the strength of the £ versus the € 

appears to be holding back a recovery, UK 

prices nevertheless maintained a significant 

premium over the EU average price.

The latest BPEX ‘Porkwatch’ survey con-

firmed a strong level of support for ‘British’ 

pork by most major retailers, with over 80% 

of cabinet facings of the fresh pork category 

accounted for by ‘British’ – the equivalent 

figure for bacon was just over 40%.

However, recent figures on overall pig meat 

consumption showed a less encouraging 

picture. The BPEX Consumer Category 

Report for March showed declines in both 

value and volume for all the main pig meat 

categories except bacon.

BPEX published their annual Pig Meat Indu- 

stry Survey which showed a significant drop  

in the pig producers’ ‘confidence index’ in 

March, falling by three points from the 2014  

level. It was also felt that lack of pig finishing 

accommodation would limit any potential 

increase in output in the coming year.

2. Benefits of co-operation

Support for ‘British’

More integration needed

Another major report, produced by the 

National Centre for Universities and Business 

‘Leading Food 4.0: Growing Business-Univer- 

sity Collaboration for the UK’s Food Economy’  

acknowledged the major economic contri- 

bution made by the food and drink industries, 

but also highlighted the pressing need for 

more integration across a wide and often 

disparate industry, calling for “improved  

innovation, leadership, entrepreneurship 

and talent for the food sector.”

In January this year, at the Oxford Farming 

Conference, the Danish farming and food 

industry was highlighted in a specially com-

missioned report, entitled ‘The Best British 

Farmers - what gives them the edge?’ as an 

example of an industry with a strong and 

co-ordinated research and development 

infrastructure and ‘closer relationships’ 

between their farmers and levy bodies and 

development agencies. The report received 

significant media coverage, including The 

Economist.

A recent article in Farmers Weekly also high- 

lighted a number of the benefits flowing from  

collaboration within the Danish agriculture 

and food industries.

The strong £ continued to keep a lid on UK pig prices in recent weeks. However, they still  

maintained a significant premium over the EU average, with most major supermarkets 

continuing to give prominence to ‘British’ pork on their shelves. The ‘confidence index’ 

among British pig producers declined in the latest BPEX survey, reflecting uncertainty 

about the future market environment. Another major report highlighted the fragmented 

nature of the UK food economy and Danish agriculture has again been highlighted as  

a model of the benefits gained from a more collaborative and integrated approach.

http://www.bpex.org.uk/prices-stats/consumption/porkwatch/
http://www.bpex.org.uk/media/73172/bpex-consumer-category-report-march-2015.pdf
http://www.bpex.org.uk/media/73172/bpex-consumer-category-report-march-2015.pdf
http://www.bpex.org.uk/media/73181/bpex-confindence-survey-report-2015.pdf
http://www.bpex.org.uk/media/73181/bpex-confindence-survey-report-2015.pdf
http://www.ncub.co.uk/reports/fe-report.html
http://www.ncub.co.uk/reports/fe-report.html
http://www.ofc.org.uk
http://www.ofc.org.uk
http://www.ofc.org.uk/news/what-gives-best-british-farmers-edge-asks-ofc-2015
http://www.ofc.org.uk/news/what-gives-best-british-farmers-edge-asks-ofc-2015
http://www.economist.com/news/britain/21642157-why-british-farmers-are-less-productive-their-international-competitors-dig-victory
http://www.economist.com/news/britain/21642157-why-british-farmers-are-less-productive-their-international-competitors-dig-victory
http://www.fwi.co.uk/business/collaboration-what-denmark-can-teach-uk-farmers
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3. “Denmark’s Drug-Free Pigs”
The issue of the use of antibiotics in livestock production continues  

to attract a high profile – both within the EU and ‘across the pond’.  

The initiatives taken by Danish pig producers over the years  

continue to attract positive endorsement – even from unexpected 

quarters.

”Denmark’s Drug-Free Pigs” was the headline of a recent article in 

the New York Times. The author was Barry Estabrook, a well-known 

public campaigner for less intensive and more sustainable farming 

systems. He described his visit to a Danish pig farmer from Zealand, 

Kaj Munck, who, along with his Danish peers, has taken on board a 

number of initiatives to eliminate unnecessary use of antibiotics in 

his production and told him “the idea is to use as little antibiotic as 

possible, but as much as needed”. His aim is to treat any outbreaks 

of animal disease or illness responsibly.

The author was commenting on the recent launch of President 

Obama’s ‘National Action Plan for Combating Antibiotic-Resistant 

Bacteria’ to reduce the quantity of antibiotics used by the US livestock 

industries and help limit the spread of antibiotic resistance. The use  

of antibiotics for growth promotion purposes is still permitted and 

practised widely on US farms. Danish farmers stopped using ‘antibiotic 

growth promoters’ in the year 2000 and in 2006 the rest of the EU 

followed suit.

The public debate on the use of antibiotics in livestock production  

has gained significant momentum in recent years. A recent research 

paper ‘Global trends in antimicrobial use in food animals’, published 

in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United 

States (PNAS), looked at the use of antibiotics in livestock production  

across the world (in 228 countries). They forecast that their use could  

increase by as much as 67% by 2030, if the expected developments 

in the consumption of livestock products in current ‘middle-income 

countries’, such as Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa, con-

tinued apace.

Use of antibiotics in Danish pig production continues on a downward 

trend. Between 2010 and 2013, usage fell by 10 per cent and official  

figures from the Danish Veterinary and Food Administration now show 

a further reduction of 5% in the latest information available for 2014.

In Denmark, all use of antibiotics by livestock farmers is recorded in 

the VETSTAT database. Equivalent information is hard to come by 

for most other EU Member States. But research by the European 

Food Safety Agency (EFSA) for 2012 showed that the ratio of usage 

in Denmark was significantly below that for most of their main EU 

“…as little as possible… but as much as needed”

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/03/opinion/denmarks-drug-free-pigs.html?_r=3
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/03/27/fact-sheet-obama-administration-releases-national-action-plan-combat-ant
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/03/27/fact-sheet-obama-administration-releases-national-action-plan-combat-ant
http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2015/03/18/1503141112.abstract
http://www.foedevarestyrelsen.dk/english/Animal/AnimalHealth/Veterinary_medicine/Pages/default.aspx
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pig producing competitors. In spite of this favourable position, the 

Danish industry has committed to a further 5% reduction in antibiotic 

usage by 2020.

In the UK, the Department of Health set in motion a five year strategy 

to limit the use of antibiotics in both human and animal medicine. 

More recently, the National Office for Animal Health (NOAH) published 

research that indicated a high level of misunderstanding among 

consumers about the role of antibiotic medicines.

“Denmark’s Drug-Free Pigs” continued

Latest information on EU antimicrobial usage
Source: EFSA

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/progress-report-on-the-uk-five-year-amr-strategy-2014
http://www.noah.co.uk/pressrel/2015/2015-03-27.htm
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Yet another campaign was launched in March, urging us to go 

‘meat free’ for a week, in the interests of the planet and our own 

health and wellbeing. There still remains much for our industry 

to do in defending the role of its products within a reasoned debate 

about the nutritional benefits of meat and the environmental 

impact of meat production.

‘Meat Free Week’ took place from the 23rd to 29th March, and was 

part of a new global campaign, originally developed in Australia, “to 

get you thinking about how much meat you eat, and the impact 

eating too much has on your health, animals and the environment.”

The campaign received strong support from an array of high profile 

celebs and campaigners, such as Jamie Oliver and Paul McCartney, 

but only attracted a moderate amount of media coverage.

•  The Telegraph

•  The Guardian

•  Independent

During 2014, we saw a number of the NGOs and campaigning groups 

signing up to the ‘Eating better’ campaign, calling on a ‘fair’ ‘green’ 

and ‘healthy’ approach, moving towards a world ‘eating less meat 

and more food that’s better for us and the planet.’

There has already been much talk about a new approach to meat 

eating, known either as ‘flexitarianism’ and ‘reducetarianism’ – and 

doubtless there’ll be a spate of more ‘-isms’ to follow. Not forgetting  

all the other campaigns for more ‘meatless days’ and, more famously,  

‘Meat Free Mondays’.

Although the ‘eat less meat’ message is far less strident than an ‘eat 

no meat’ call to action, this campaigning will continue to present a 

major challenge to the livestock and meat industries.

The meat industry must continue its efforts to put more rigour and 

context to what is often presented as an oversimplified message 

that eating less meat is good for both the environment and public 

health. The industry sponsored Meat Advisory Panel continues to 

do useful work in this area.

The meat industry must continue to highlight the valuable nutritional  

role which moderate meat consumption can play within a healthy 

lifestyle.

Many dietary research studies, highlighted by the media in recent 

months, have been presented as proving beyond all doubt that 

eating meat is detrimental to health. Had these been subjected to 

4. Meat free ….just for a week 

Supported by ‘passionate meat lover’ Jamie Oliver

https://uk.meatfreeweek.org/home
http://www.jamieoliver.com/meat-free-monday/#slVQKArZdV6YAADs.97
http://www.meat.org
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/foodanddrink/11477427/Why-eating-less-meat-is-easy-to-say-and-not-so-easy-to-do.html
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/wordofmouth/2015/mar/24/why-meat-free-week-wont-work
http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/food-and-drink/features/bill-granger-recipes-our-chef-celebrates-meat-free-week-with-his-favourite-vegetarian-dishes-10120437.html
http://www.eating-better.org
http://www.globalmeatnews.com/Industry-Markets/Spotlight-on-flexitarianism-are-consumers-cutting-their-meat-intake/?utm_source=newsletter_daily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=03-Sep-2014&c=PRNl53QCuPCKK36dw25YQw%3D%3D
http://www.reducetarian.com
http://www.meatfreemondays.com
http://meatandhealth.redmeatinfo.com/meat-the-experts/meat-advisory-panel-%28map%29.aspx
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Meat free ….just for a week continued

Backlash for poultry

more rigorous challenge, it could be demonstrated that much of 

the data used was of limited or poor quality and failed to pay due 

regard to other lifestyle factors, such as lack of exercise, smoking and 

high levels of alcohol consumption.

We must also seek clarification on exactly what is meant by ‘Eating 

Better’, as regards the type of meat concerned. For most environ-

mental campaigners, ‘Eating Better’ simply translates into eating 

meat produced from livestock raised in more extensive or organic 

production systems. It is quite reasonable to point out that these 

systems, while they usually demand lower resource inputs, are, in the  

majority of cases, less efficient and, therefore, have a more adverse 

impact on the overall environment per unit of production.

The industry also needs to communicate all the significant work that 

has already been done to reduce the environmental impact of con-

ventional livestock production and planned targets for the future.

In most academic discussion about the sustainability of meat pro- 

duction, beef and lamb have invariably been presented as the ‘villains’ 

and poultry as the ‘hero’ with the lowest environmental impact.  

Recent research by the World Wildlife Fund in Germany, discussed 

in The Grocer, suggested that it was in fact the increasingly high levels 

of poultry consumption that was the main culprit.

The debate is set to run….and run.

http://www.wwf.org.uk/?_ga=1.221582552.1392583244.1428879735
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/home/topics/environment/poultry-industry-faces-backlash-from-environmental-campaigners/516813.article
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It’s still all change in the UK retail grocery market but there have 

been recent glimpses that maybe the worst is over.

The latest quarterly data from Kantar Worldpanel for the first quar-

ter of 2015 showed that the discounters, Aldi and Lidl, continued 

to dramatically outperform their larger rivals in a virtually static 

grocery market, as they had done throughout 2014. At the top end, 

Waitrose continue to perform strongly despite the difficult market 

conditions but have now been overtaken by Aldi in terms of market 

share.

Some recent news from some of the big names in the UK retail 

grocery sector:

•  Aldi …celebrating in style

•  Asda …expanding southwards

•  Co-op …healthier balance sheet after 2014 disposals

•  Lidl …Michelin-star chef to spring more surprises

•  Marks & Spencer … food performs well

•  Morrisons …analysts debate possible disposal of food  

 manufacturing businesses

•  Sainsbury …positive outlook despite sales decline

•  Tesco … progress at last

•  Waitrose … profits decline despite sales and share growth

To mark the 2nd anniversary of Horsegate, BPEX published research 

undertaken to measure the level of consumer trust in their meat 

supply. Over 90% of respondents expressed ‘a lot’ or ‘a fair amount’ 

of trust in meat purchased from butchers shops – the equivalent 

figure for supermarkets was 69% and just 17% for fast-food outlets.

5. Back on track?

Major retailer shares for quarter ending March 2015

25th birthday

More positive outlook

Feeling the squeeze?

More surprises on the way

Progress at last

https://www.aldi.co.uk/en/about-aldi/useful-information/25-years/
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/stores/property-and-planning/asda-marches-south-with-expansion-plans/515890.article?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=5499699_Gro+stores+25%2f03%2f15&dm_i=131K,39VLF,A3GZ3O,BPWQ4,1
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/stores/property-and-planning/the-co-op-group-to-open-63-stores-in-former-marstons-pubs/371970.article?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=4784389_Stores+30%2f9%2f14&dm_i=131K,2UJNP,A3GZ3O,ABVCQ,1
http://www.marketingweek.com/2015/03/04/from-lidl-with-love-discounter-signs-up-michelin-starred-chef/
http://www.foodmanufacture.co.uk/Business-News/Marks-and-Spencer-gains-through-innovation/?utm_source=newsletter_daily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=02-Apr-2015&c=PRNl53QCuPAVXtEjVLnRGQ%3D%3D
http://www.foodmanufacture.co.uk/Business-News/Morrisons-should-sell-its-manufacturing-facilities-to-survive
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/channels/supermarkets/sainsburys-claims-hope-amid-sales-decline/515482.article?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=5470268_Gro+daily+17%2f03%2f15&dm_i=131K,398VW,A3GZ3O,BNP35,1
http://www.igd.com/Research/Retail/retail-outlook/26625/Tesco-new-strategy-shows-signs-of-progress/?a=1&ecid=11759&uid=jnh@dbmc.co.uk
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/finance/results/waitrose-commits-to-tesco-price-match-promise-in-the-face-of-plummeting-profits/515324.article?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=5457527_Gro+finance+13%2f03%2f15&dm_i=131K,38Z1Z,A3GZ3O,BMQ5G,1
http://www.bpex.org.uk/news/news-releases/2015/april/butcher-s-a-cut-above-the-rest-when-it-comes-to-consumer-trust/
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Despite the occasional negative headline, bacon remains a 

source of incurable fascination for many media pundits.

What’s the nation’s favourite sandwich ?

What’s behind the wonderful aroma of cooking bacon?

It’s 150 organic compounds, according to the Daily Mail – but, as 

the Express tells us, it certainly cheers up the guys.

There’s no end of advice on how to prepare and serve the ’perfect 

bacon buttie’ – and especially on International Bacon Day.

So put on that bacon-scented T-shirt and enjoy a few bottles of 

bacon ale as a night-cap and then rest your weary head on a bacon-

scented pillow.

Wake up the following morning to the irresistible smell of ‘you know 

what’.

Will bacon prove an election winner on 7th May ….probably not.

But for those celebrating victory or drowning sorrows after the 

votes are counted, guess what will provide the perfect ‘hangover 

cure’ the morning after.

….and bacon for a longer life …well, a happier one at least.

6. Bacon bits

UK favourite?

Vote winner?

http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2014/12/09/britains-favourite-sandwi_n_6294544.html?utm_hp_ref=uk-lifestyle&ir=UK%20Lifestyle
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2642157/WHY-love-BACON-The-amazing-graphic-reveals-150-compouns-contribute-taste.html?ITO=1490&ns_mchannel=rss&ns_campaign=1490
http://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/501145/Woman-Diamond-Flowers-Lemons-Citrus-Health
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/foodanddrink/11436551/How-to-make-the-perfect-bacon-sandwich.html
http://www.lovefood.com/journal/opinions/46426/the-best-way-to-serve-a-bacon-butty
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2014/08/29/how-to-cook-bacon-international-bacon-day_n_5736972.html
http://bacontoday.com/bacon-freak-presents-the-bacon-scented-t-shirt/
http://barmagazine.co.uk/uncommon-beers-bring-bacon-and-lavender-flavours/
http://www.jdfoods.net/products/bacon-scented-pillowcases/
http://www.jdfoods.net/products/bacon-scented-pillowcases/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/oscar-mayer-wake-up-smell/id824320132?mt=8
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/foodanddrink/11470099/Why-do-we-love-the-smell-of-bacon-so.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/foodanddrink/11470099/Why-do-we-love-the-smell-of-bacon-so.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2778886/That-s-Ed-Farage-shows-Labour-leader-eat-bacon-buttie-campaigns-election.html
http://www.skyscanner.net/news/10-best-hangover-cures-around-world
http://www.skyscanner.net/news/10-best-hangover-cures-around-world
http://www.theladbible.com/articles/bacon-may-actually-help-you-live-for-longer
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Pig Industry Matters visits a farrow to finish farm near Aarhus, 

which is conducting trials into higher welfare systems.

Niels Aage Arve, who has been farming in mid-Jutland for the past 

23 years, is, like many of Denmark’s pig producers, keen to ensure 

that the production system in which he has invested is future-proof.

He has decided, therefore, to invest in loose-housing systems for 

nursing sows in order to comply with Denmark’s go-it-alone decision 

that within ten years, 10% of nursing sows will be loose-housed. 

Between 1-2% of sows are in loose systems today.

Chief Scientist Vivi Moustsen from Seges, which incorporates The 

Danish Pig Research Centre, is one of Denmark’s experts on the 

new housing pens for nursing sows and has been assisting Mr Arve in 

their design and implementation at this farm.

Two factors are of crucial importance: that the pens are commercially 

viable and that the welfare of both piglets and sows is protected. In 

this respect, one of the key areas for research is whether the higher 

piglet mortality rate currently associated with loose-housing systems 

for nursing sows can be reduced.

Collaboration
An important area of research at Krannestrup farm, therefore, is 

what factors cause a sow to accidentally kill her piglets by crushing 

them. As studies have so far shown that 50% of loose nursing sows 

are more prone to lying on their piglets, knowledge and experience 

is being shared with scientists in the UK in an attempt to reduce 

piglet mortality.

Krannestrup farm operates both a “Free Farrowing” pen whereby 

sows are loose during farrowing and the lactation period and a “SWAP” 

(Sow Welfare and Pig Protection) pen where sows are loose but can 

be confined if the farmer thinks it appropriate.

“The biggest challenge is to keep the piglets alive when the sows are 

not confined,” explains Niels Aage Arve, who has 10 employees, a 

reflection of the fact that loose-housing systems for nursing sows are 

more labour intensive than traditional systems.

The Danish Pig Research Centre is conducting trials at a large number 

of commercial farms in Denmark. Some have switched to free 

farrowing entirely while others still operate with some traditional 

farrowing pens.

As far as Dr. Moustsen is concerned, her aim is to ensure that pens 

for loose nursing sows are commercially viable and that producers 

Feature: Looking to the future 

Krannestrup Farm

Niels Aage Arve

Niels Aage Arve

http://www.pigresearchcentre.dk
http://www.pigresearchcentre.dk
http://www.pigresearchcentre.dk
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are able to provide input into what is eventually defined as “best 

practice” based on their knowledge and experience.

“It’s important that politicians and NGOs understand the financial 

implications for pig producers whenever any new policy is introduced 

with long-term implications. It is clear that an increasing number of 

retailers are going down the freedom farrowing route and we need 

to ensure that we have the right systems in place to meet animal 

welfare requirements, while ensuring that producers are not finan-

cially disadvantaged.”

Feature: Looking to the future continued


